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ABSTRACT 
 

More Is Better! What Can Firm-Specific Estimates of the 
Impact of Institutional Quality on Performance Tell Us?* 

 
We introduce a novel approach to modeling the impact of institutional quality on firm 
performance. Our methodology enables us to estimate the marginal effect of institutional 
quality on TFP, factor inputs and output of each firm, which gives us within-country 
distributions of these effects and hence a better picture of the winners and losers associated 
with a particular level of institutional quality. We are also able to model marginal impact of 
institutional quality on both TFP and the efficiency of use of factor inputs, and hence on 
output. This is a departure from stylized approaches that focus on the impact on TFP alone, 
and our approach therefore informs policy discussions about the impact of institutional quality 
(and their change) on shares of factor inputs in the output. We use cross-country firm-level 
data for the textiles and garments sector to demonstrate the advantages of this modeling 
approach in analyzing the impact of institutional quality. 
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1 Introduction

There is a large and growing literature on the impact of institutional quality on economic

performance and the broad consensus is that “good” institutions facilitate better economic

performance (Levine, 1998; Nickell & Layard, 1999; Rodrik et al, 2004; Acemoglu & Johnson,

2005; Dollar et al, 2005). This literature has spawned popular wisdom about the nature of

“good” economic institutions. For example, it is generally accepted that flexibility is a desirable

characteristic of labor markets just as intense competition is a desirable characteristic of product

markets. Importantly, as “institutional quality” has become part of the lexicon of policymakers

around the world, such popular wisdom has the ability to shape (indeed, is already shaping)

the nature of policymaking and institution building around the world.

In a literature that has developed in parallel, researchers have examined the impact of various

aspects of the business environment on firm performance (Bhaumik & Estrin, 2007; Commander

& Svejnar, 2011). The genesis of this literature lies with the argument that if a “good” business

environment enhances the productivity of firms, there would eventually be an increase in the

overall productivity of industries and entire economies, the pursuit of higher productivity being a

key policy objective of governments that seek rapid economic growth. Policy conclusions drawn

from this literature are based on point estimates of the impact of the different components

of business environment on firm performance. It is argued, for example, that product market

competition facilitates productivity growth for the average firm. It is similarly argued that

“good” institutions facilitate better firm performance, often by way of higher productivity. As

such, the firm-level literature that is often based on cross-country studies trying to capture

variations in institutional quality (and other aspects of business environment) confirms the

popular wisdom about desirable characteristics of institutions.1

The literature that provides micro-level support for the policy discourse about institutional

quality has two important shortcomings. First, there is often significant intra-country variation

in the characteristics of firms, even within the same industry, and their reactions to changes in

the business environment are generally not the same. For example, Aghion et al (2009) find

that the impact of entry of foreign firms on productivity change of incumbent firms in a market

depends on their distance from the global productivity frontier. While productivity change is

1For a different view about the impact of institutional quality on firm performance, see Bhaumik & Dimova
(2013).
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mildly positive for (i.e., foreign firm entry has a positive impact on the productivity change

of) the average firm, the impact is progressively lower for firms that are further away from the

global frontier, and for firms at a greater distance from this frontier the net impact is negative.

In other words, where possible, it would be useful to understand the impact of institutional

quality (among other things) on individual firms, and be mindful about the possibility that this

impact would be influenced by firm characteristics and environmental variables.

Second, this literature assumes that factors such as institutional quality have a neutral im-

pact on productivity and hence on output, In fact, the impact of these factors on productivity

and output may not be neutral. Put differently, the institutional quality variables affects not

only TFP (the intercept term in the Cobb-Douglas production function), but also the produc-

tivity of factor inputs such as labor and capital. The stylized regression model captures the

direct effect of the institutional factors. There can, however, be an indirect effect. For example,

labor institutions are much more likely to affect productivity through improved training and

x-efficiency (indirect effect) than through the direct effect. In other words, the empirical rela-

tionship between output and inputs should ideally capture the way in which both institutional

quality and firm characteristics such as size and quality affect both the efficiency with which

factor inputs are used and the direct effect. Expanding on Binswanger (1980) it is possible to

argue that introduction of new institutions (and related policies) can alter the share of specific

factors of production (most importantly, labor) in the output and income distribution substan-

tially. If so, the nature of the impact of institutional quality on firm-level output – the balance

between neutral impact and factor-augmenting impact – should be well understood.2

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to modeling the impact of institutional quality

on firm performance that addresses both these issues. To begin with, our approach enables

us to distinguish between the direct impact of institutional quality on output and the indirect

impact of institutions through productivity of factor inputs. Further, we are able to estimate

the marginal impact of institutional quality on productivity of factor inputs and output at

the firm level, conditional on firm characteristics such as ownership and other environmental

factors. Thereafter, we use cross-country firm-level data for the textiles and apparel sector to

2The declining share of labor in output has attracted the attention of economists (Jacobson & Occhino, 2012;
Elsby et al., 2013) and the popular press (The Economist, 2013) alike, and promises to one of the most important
policy issues/challenges facing governments in the years to come. But much of the emphasis is on impact of
technological change rather than on institutional quality, even though changes in labor market institutions is
seen as a way to reverse the trend of declining labor’s share in output.
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demonstrate the advantages of this modeling approach that is especially suitable for analyses

of firm performance and productivity in developing countries.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The modeling approach is discussed in Section

2. Section 3 discusses the data. The empirical results and the additional insights provided by

our approach are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Modeling approach

The stylized literature models (log) output as a linear function of (log) factor inputs, and

this function is thereafter extended to include, among other things, measures of institutional

and governance quality. Bhaumik and Estrin (2007), for example, model output (or sales)

as a function of firm-specific characteristics such as factor inputs and ownership, as well as

institutional (and economic) characteristics of the markets in which the firms operate and the

regions in which the firms are located. In other words, output of the ith firm is given by

Yi = θ +X
′
iβ + Z

′
iφ+ ui (1)

where Y is (log) output (or sales), X is a k-vector of (log) factor inputs and Zi is a q-vector

of other firm characteristics such as ownership, industry-specific factors such as competition,

as well as region or country level institutional features. Finally, ui is an iid noise term. Both

industry-specific factors and regional/country-level features are common to a number of firms.

Estimates of the φ vector capture the impact of factors such as ownership, competition and

institutional quality on estimated (log) output (i.e., productivity). Given the inputs, these Z

variables can be viewed as productivity shifters and hence their coefficients capture the marginal

effects of them on productivity, ceteris paribus. The estimated coefficients, however, are exactly

the same for all firms.

2.1 Flexible neutral TFP growth model

The specification used in (1) implies that the Z variables affect the productivity of all firms

in the exact same way in the sense that their marginal effects are constant. We, however,

propose to capture firm-specific impact of the Z variables (which include institutional quality)
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on productivity, when these variables affect productivity only through TFP. For this, we specify

E(Yi|Xi, Zi) as

E(Yi|Xi, Zi) = θ(Zi) +X ′iβ (2)

where θ(·) denotes an unknown smooth (i.e., nonparametric) function of the Z variables, and

β denotes a k-vector of constant parameters. This specification is popularized by Robinson

(1988) and is in line with the TFP model used in Griffith, et al (2004), where TFP is defined by

θ(Zi). In this formulation θ(Zi) is a nonparametric function of the Z variables, such that these

firm characteristics and (business) environmental factors are allowed to affect TFP growth

in a flexible manner in the sense that these effects do not rely on any functional form of θ.

Furthermore, the effect of one Z variable (say Zk) on TFP growth will also depend on the

level of all the Z variables (Zk, i = 1, · · · ,K). This captures non-linearity in the environmental

variables (including institutional quality) and TFP growth relationship, as well as their cross-

effects, without assuming a specific functional form.

This specification implies that

Yi = E(Yi|Xi, Zi) + ui = θ(Zi) +X ′iβ + ui (3)

assuming E(ui|Zi) = 0. To estimate β, we take the conditional expectation E(·|Zi) for both

sides of (3),

E(Yi|Zi) = θ(Zi) + E(X ′i|Zi)β + E(ui|Zi) (4)

Subtracting (4) from (3) would yield

Y ∗i = X∗
′

i β + ui (5)

where Y ∗i = Yi − E(Yi|Zi) and X∗
′

i = (Xi − E(Xi|Zi))
′. One would then be able to estimate β

using ordinary least squares, assuming E(X
′
iui|Zi) = 0:

β̂ =

(
n∑

i=1

X∗iX
∗′
i

)−1 n∑
i=1

X∗i Y
∗
i (6)

where n denotes sample size. Note that one could empirically estimate E(Yi|Zi) and E(Xi|Zi)
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using Nadaraya-Wastson kernel estimator as
∑

iK(Zi, z)Ti/
∑

iK(Zi, z), where Ti ∈ {Xi, Yi},

K(·) denotes a product kernel function, and z denotes the datum at which the kernel function

is evaluated.

Once β̂ is estimated, θ̂(Zi) is estimated as:

θ̂(Zi) = Ê(Yi|Zi)− Ê(X ′i|Zi)β̂, (7)

where Ê(·|Zi) are the estimated E(·|Zi).

2.2 Non-neutral productivity growth model

The previous model allows the Z variables to explain TFP growth in a fully flexible manner but

the Z variables affect productivity growth only through TFP growth in a neutral fashion (i.e.,

independent of the X variables). We extend the aforementioned model to allow for indirect

effects via the input elasticities which are affected by the Z variables (Li et al. (2002) calls

this semiparametric smooth coefficient model because it allows the β coefficients to be some

unknown smooth functions of Z variables). This extended model therefore enables us to meet

the twin objectives of estimating the non-neutral impact of institutional quality on output as

well as generate firm-specific estimates of this impact.

In the case of the extended model the conditional expectation is written as

E(Yi|Xi, Zi) = θ(Zi) +X ′iβ(Zi)

= W ′iγ(Zi)

(8)

where both θ(·) and β(·) denote unknown smooth functions of the Z variables, W ′i = [1 X ′i],

γ′(Zi) = [θ(Zi) β
′(Zi)], both Wi and γ(Zi) are of dimension (k + 1) × 1. This specification

implies that

Yi = W ′iγ(Zi) + ui (9)

Pre-multiplying (9) by Wi and taking the conditional expectation E(·|Zi) would yield

E(WiYi|Zi) = E(WiW
′
i |Zi)γ(Zi) (10)
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assuming E(Wiui|Zi) = 0. One would then be able to employ kernel method to estimate γ(Zi)

as

γ̂(z) =

[
n∑

i=1

WiW
′
iKh(Zi, z)

]−1 n∑
i=1

WiYiKh(Zi, z) (11)

where Kh(·) denotes generalized product kernel function (Li & Racine, 2006), z denotes the da-

tum at which the kernel function is evaluated, h denotes the bandwidth parameter, which can be

selected via the least-squares cross-validation method (Li & Racine, 2010) by minimizing the ob-

jective function
∑n

i=1[Yi−W ′i γ̂−i(Zi)]
2M(Zi), whereW ′i γ̂−i(Zi) = W ′i

[∑n
j 6=iWjW

′
jKh(Zj , zi)

]−1∑n
j 6=iWjYjKh(Zj , zi) is the leave-one-out kernel conditional mean, and 0 ≤M(·) ≤ 1 is a weight

function that serves to avoid difficulties caused by dividing by zero.

3 Data

In order to demonstrate the capability of our modeling approach, we bring together data from

three different sources. The firm-level data on measures of output and input, size and ownership

are obtained from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys which collect data from manufacturing

sector firms from around the world. The surveys use standardized survey instruments, making

data from different countries comparable. We pool together cross-section data sets from coun-

tries that were surveyed between 2002 and 2005. Nominal variables used for the estimation of

the production function were converted into real US dollars, thereby making them comparable

across the countries.

The firm level data set also gives us our measure of firm size which is a categorical variable

that ranks firms on a 5-point scale. The categories themselves are based on the number of

employees. It also gives us our control for ownership. We have continuous data for proportion

of a firm that is owned by the state, domestic private investors and foreign investors. However,

with a few exceptions, the largest shareholder of each firm - whether the state, domestic private

or foreign - owns close to 100 percent of the shares. Hence, instead of using the continuous

variables, we use dummy variables to indicate the type of the controlling owner. Since fewer

than 2 percent of domestic firms are state owned, it is meaningless to distinguish between state-

owned and privately-owned firms. We, therefore, control for foreign ownership alone. In our

sample, 4.5 percent of the firms are foreign owned.
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We merge this firm level data with country level measures of institutional quality from two

different sources. We use two measures of labor market institutions, as reported in Botero

et al (2004). We use an index of employment protection that captures the degree of labor

market flexibility, with a larger index value indicating greater restrictions or, conversely, lesser

flexibility. We also use an index that captures the extent of protection provided to employees

against old age, death and disability, sickness and health care coverage, and unemployment

benefits, i.e., the degree of protection provided by social safety nets. The value of the index

increases with the extent of protection.

Finally, as a measure of the quality of the business environment, we use the indices of

institutional quality provided by the Heritage Foundation (see Johnson et al, 1998; Klapper

et al, 2004). The index ranges in value from 0 to 100, with institutional quality or quality

of business environment increasing in the value of the index. The components of the index,

which includes sub-indices capturing environmental factors such as the degree of property rights

protection and the extent of corruption, are highly correlated with each other, and the index is

also correlated with other measures of institutional quality such as the Corruption Perception

Index published by the Transparency International. Hence, we use the overall index of economic

freedom as opposed to the sub-indices.

Our data are limited in part because of missing information in the World Bank Enterprise

Survey data, and in part because the Botero et al (2004) paper does not provide measures

of labor market institutions for all countries. An outcome of this limitation is that for most

individual industries we either have relatively small samples, or little cross-sectional variation

with respect to countries. Since the focus of our analysis is the impact of institutional quality

on firm performance, and given that measures of institutional quality are only available at the

country level, our sample has to be spread across a fair number of countries. At the same

time, it is stylized in the literature to estimate production functions separately for individual

industries, based on the reasonable assumption that the marginal impact of factor inputs on

output vary across industries, such that we require a reasonably large sample for each industry

that is analyzed. Only one industry, viz, textiles and garments, meets both these criteria. It

gives us a cross-section of 1625 firms, spread across nine developing countries: Brazil, China,

Egypt, India, Indonesia, Malawi, Pakistan, South Africa and Zambia.
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Table 1: Measures of institutional quality

Country Employment law Social security Economic freedom

Brazil 2.40 1.65 63.4
China 1.62 2.24 52.6
Egypt 1.62 2.22 55.5
India 1.30 1.20 51.2
Indonesia 1.75 0.53 55.8
Malawi 1.72 0 54.7
Pakistan 1.17 1.39 55.8
South Africa 1.04 1.69 67.1
Zambia 1.15 0.32 59.6

The textiles and garments industry however has characteristics that are quite suitable for

our analysis. To begin with, it is an industry in which developing countries have comparative

advantage. Recent estimates suggest that the ratio of the share of textiles and garments in

exports of individual developing countries to the ratio of textiles and garments in world exports is

significantly greater than one for many developing countries, indicating that developing countries

have a comparative advantage in these products (Nord̊as, 2004).

At the same time, the nine countries in our sample also have quite different levels of insti-

tutional quality (Table 1). Consider, for example, economic freedom, which is our measure of

the quality of the business environment. At one extreme we have a country like South Africa

with an index of economic freedom that is 67.1, very close to the threshold of 70 for mostly

free countries, and at the other end we have India with an index value of 51.2, just above the

threshold of 50 below which lie the repressed countries. The indices capturing the quality (or

nature) of labor market institutions too vary significantly across the countries. At the one ex-

treme, we have countries such as South Africa (1.04) that have quite flexible employment laws,

and at the other extreme we have countries such as Brazil (2.40) where there is a fair degree

of rigidity. Similarly, in countries like Malawi (0) and Zambia (0.32) there is very little (or no)

protection for laborers in the form of social safety nets, and, at the other extreme, countries

like China (2.24) and Egypt (2.22) provide a fair degree of protection.

In other words, even though difficulties with the data require us to focus on one industry, the

chosen industry is one in which developing countries have comparative advantage, such that it

is important for export growth (and consequently employment generation) in these countries. It
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is sufficiently large to provide significant variations across firms with respect to characteristics

such as size and ownership. It also includes data from nine countries that are significantly

different with respect to the quality (or nature) of their institutions. In other words, there is a

fair degree of variation in the values of the Z vectors among the firms in our sample.

4 Insights from regression results

To begin with, we report the estimates of the Robinson’s model, in which institutional variables

have a neutral impact on TFP growth. In this model, (log) output is a linear function of (log)

factor inputs, as in a stylized OLS specification, but where the intercept term, θ, is a flexible

function of the aforementioned Z variables. The coefficient estimates for the (log) labor, (log)

capital and (log) materials variables are 0.3727, 0.3807 and 0.1962, respectively, and all of them

are significant at the 5 percent level. The estimated returns to scale therefore is 0.9496, which is

consistent with the stylized argument that mature industries exhibit constant returns to scale.

Table 2: Regression estimates: Neutral impact of institutional quality on TFP and output

Point on the distribution θ ∂θ/∂Z1 ∂θ/∂Z2 ∂θ/∂Z3

Mean 1.563 0.046 -0.008 -0.012
(0.047) (0.007) (0.002) (0.001)

Minimum value 0.144 -0.987 -0.479 -0.2859
(0.012) (0.152) (0.103) (0.040)

25th percentile 1.281 0.000 -0.004 -0.0138
(0.006) (0.004) (0.000) (0.000)

50th percentile 1.067 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

75th percentile 1.604 0.058 0.001 0.000
(0.346) (0.003) (0.000) (0.000)

Maximum value 4.274 1.356 1.668 0.278
(0.205) (0.042) (1.091) (0.087)

Next, in Table 2, we report the firm-specific values of the intercept term, θ, and the

estimated firm-specific marginal impact of three measures of institutional quality (which are

included in the Z vector).3 Following the literature, the intercept term in a (log) linear model,

θ, can be interpreted as TFP growth and the aforementioned marginal impact (or effects),

∂θ/∂Zi are therefore the direct effect of the Z variables on TFP change. Specifically, we focus

3The values within parentheses are the bootstrapped standard errors for the firm-specific estimates.
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on the marginal impact of the Botero et al. (2004) indices for employment law (Z1) and social

security (Z2), and the Heritage Foundation index for economic freedom (Z3). The estimates,

reported in Table 2, suggest the following:4

1. The estimated value of θ (or the intercept) is positive for the entire distribution of θ,

which is consistent with stylized estimates of log linear production functions.

2. For each measure of institutional quality, there is a large dispersion of its marginal impact

on firm performance that is not accurately reflected in the average (or mean) impact of

these institutional variables on performance.

3. More importantly, the marginal impacts of the measures of institutional quality are very

small (and hence negligible from the economic point of view) for the vast majority of the

firms; they are economically significant only at the two ends of the distribution.5

Figure 1: Firm-level variation in impact of changes in employment law: Within- and between-
country variation
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4Note that each column in the table reports the distribution for a single estimate, whether θ or ∂θ/∂Zk, and
hence the table should be read vertically, along the columns. The numbers do not indicate, for example, that the
maximum value for ∂θ/∂Z1 and that for ∂θ/∂Z2 occurs for the same firm.

5For example, the distribution of the marginal impact of the index of employment law has very small values
between the 25th and 75th percentiles.
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In other words, institutional quality may significantly impact the performance of only a mi-

nority of firms, and the impact may vary between large positive values and large negative values.

There is, therefore, prima facie evidence that policies that tinker with institutional quality on

the basis of popular wisdom about the impact of these institutions on the average firm can

be misleading. This is easily demonstrated by examining within-country and between- country

differences in the distribution of firm-level impact of changes in institutional environment, and

we highlight this in Figure 1. In this figure, we report the distributions of ∂θ/∂Z1, i.e., the

impact of (the index of) employment law on firm performance through an impact on TFP, for

four Asian exporters of textiles products. Recall that the Botero et al. (2004) index for employ-

ment law is constructed such that higher values indicate greater employment protection. We,

therefore, have a fair degree of variation ranging from low employment protection in Pakistan

(1.17) to a fair degree of protection in Indonesia (1.75).

The country-level distributions reported in Figure 1 indicate that, to begin with, there

are significant country level differences in the impact of employment law on productivity. For

example, firm-level impact of employment law can be quite significant in Pakistan but the im-

pact is negligible in India and for a large proportion of firms in Indonesia. In other words, if

productivity enhancement in the textiles sector is an important objective of the Indian poli-

cymakers, they are likely to find it difficult to achieve it by altering the flexibility/rigidity of

the employment law, given the size, age and ownership of the firms and the other components

of the aforementioned Z vector. It is also evident from the figure that there are significant

within-country variations, and the extent of these within-country variations differ significantly

across countries. The range of firm-level impact of employment law is small in India, somewhat

larger in Indonesia and Pakistan, and very large in China. There are also interesting differences

between the Indonesian and Pakistani distributions, despite their similar ranges of impact. The

Indonesian distribution has a long lower tail and a short upper tail, and is (roughly) bimodal.

The Pakistani distribution, by contrast, is single-peaked with a short lower tail and a long upper

tail. If patterns exist in the within-country impact of employment law (and other institutional

variables), for example, if the impact is greater on firms of certain size or certain ownership, it

is easy to see how availability of firm-specific estimates of this impact would enable us to easily

isolate and identify these patterns.
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Next, we report the estimates of the SPSC model in which institutional quality affects

productivity in a non-neutral manner, i.e., they have both a direct impact via θ, and also an

indirect effect through their impact on the efficiency with which the factor inputs are used in

the production process. Formally, given our flexible production function, the marginal impact

of Zi on (log) output, y, is given by

∂y

∂Zi
=

∂θ

∂Zi
+
∂β1
∂Zi

l +
∂β2
∂Zi

k +
∂β3
∂Zi

m (12)

where l is (log) labor, k is (log) capital and m is (log) materials.6

Since we have already demonstrated the advantages of our approach with respect to ex-

amining within- and between-country variations in the impact of institutional quality on firm

performance, we shall now focus on the impact of institutional quality on the efficiency of

use/productivity of factor inputs which, as we noted earlier, has implications for share of factor

inputs in the output and on income distribution. Further, to maintain consistency with the ear-

lier analysis, we shall focus on the impact of (the index of) employment law on the productivity

of labor and capital.

Table 3: Regression estimates: Non-neutral impact of institutional quality on TFP and output

Point on the distribution β1 β2 β3 Returns to scale

Mean 0.396 0.387 0.206 0.989
(0.012) (0.012) (0.007) (0.028)

Minimum value -0.366 -0.952 -0.307 0.399
(0.111) (0.351) (0.078) (0.067)

25th percentile 0.288 0.320 0.147 0.944
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001)

50th percentile 0.392 0.396 0.216 1.005
(0.009) (0.007) (0.005) (0.004)

75th percentile 0.479 0.438 0.235 1.022
(0.051) (0.143) (0.025) (0.223)

Maximum value 1.861 1.125 1.477 1.732
(0.467) (0.115) (0.575) (0.241)

Estimated coefficients of the SPSC model are reported in Table 3; β1 is the coefficient of

6In the Robinson model ∂y/∂Zi = ∂θ/∂Zi and hence does not have to be computed separately.
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(log) labor, β2 is the coefficient of (log) capital, and β3 is the coefficient of (log) materials.78

Recall that in the SPSC model we generate firm-specific estimates of the βs and therefore also

a firm-specific estimate of returns to scale.9 The numbers reported in the table suggest that

there are significant variations in the extent to which the factor inputs contribute to output,

and that the difference is particularly high between the upper (around the maximum value) and

lower (around the minimum value) tails. Interestingly, the distribution of the returns to scale

estimates indicate that a high estimate of one of the βs is not always offset by lower values of

the other βs. For some firms the returns to scale are considerably higher than or lower than

one.

Figure 2: Marginal impact of (index of) employment law on TFP and factor inputs: Within-
and between- country variation
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In Figure 2 we report the marginal impact of employment law on TFP (i.e., the intercept

7Note that when appropriate constraints are not imposed on the coefficients of the (log) factor inputs, the firm-
specific estimates may have negative values which are not meaningful from an economic perspective. However,
our unconstrained estimates suggest that the requirement for non-negative coefficients of (log) factor inputs was
violated in only 0.53 percent cases for (log) labor, 6.86 percent cases for (log) capital and 2.44 percent cases for
(log) materials. Hence, we have reported the unconstrained estimates of the SPSC model. The methodology for
imposing suitable constraints on the non-neutral TFP growth model is outlined in Appendix A.

8Following Zhang et al. (2012) and Henderson et al. (2012), we can also generate confidence intervals for the
firm-specific βs and the marginal effects of the Z variables on the βs and (log) output. We find the vast majority
of the firm-specific estimates of the βs to be statistically significant and hence do not report them for the sake of
parsimony. They can be obtained from the authors upon request.

9As before, the table should be read along the columns.
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term) and the factor inputs, for Indonesia and Pakistan. Figure 2 indicates the following:

1. The marginal impact of employment law on the contribution of labor to output is low,

with a mean of about zero and very little variation around the mean.

2. There is much greater variation in the marginal impact of employment law on the con-

tribution of capital to output, and the marginal impact on capital is much greater in

Pakistan (mean = 0.006) than in Indonesia (mean ≈ 0).

3. There is much greater variation in the marginal impact of employment law on TFP growth

as well, and this impact is much greater in Indonesia (mean = 0.007) than in Pakistan

(mean = -0.012)

In other words, changes in the employment law may not have the desired impact on the con-

tribution of labor to output. At the same time, it is much more likely to have an impact on

the share of factor inputs in Pakistan than in Indonesia, and may favor owners of capital in a

context where policies and institutional changes that fail to augment labor’s share in output

might adversely affect income distribution in the longer run.

Figure 3: Marginal impact of (index of) employment law on productivity: Within- and between-
country variation
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Recall that from the marginal impact of institutional quality (and other Z variables) on θ

(i.e., TFP) and the βs (i.e., efficiency of use of factor inputs), we can generate the marginal

impact of institutional quality on overall productivity. We therefore add to Figure 2 the

marginal impact of (index of) employment law on productivity, and report it in Figure 3. The

figure indicates that there is significant variation in the marginal impact of any institutional

quality on productivity: the range of values for the marginal effect of employment law is 4

percent in Indonesia and 10 percent in Pakistan. Our estimates suggest that the range also

varies considerably across countries, even when the estimates for countries such as Malawi and

Zambia that have small samples are ignored. The range for other countries are as follows:

negligible for Brazil and South Africa, 1.6 percent for China, 21 percent for Egypt, and 7

percent for India. In other words, tinkering with the quality of any institution on the basis of

the estimated impact on the average firm, from the stylized literature, can give rise to winners

and losers and, as we have noted earlier, that outcome would be influenced by other institutions

that affect firm performance and also firm characteristics such as age, size and ownership.

The regression estimates reported in this section indicate that institutional quality does not

have the same impact on TFP and productivity at the firm- (or micro-) level across countries

and even within countries. Institutions that characterize the environment in which firms operate

interact with each other and also with other factors such as age, size and ownership of firms

– both θ and the βs are functions of Z that include all these firm characteristics as well as

the environmental factors – giving rise to potentially significant variation in both within- and

between- country firm level impact of institutions. Pursuing policies that alter institutional

quality on the basis of point estimates of the impact of an institution on firm performance,

which capture the impact on the average firm can, therefore, give rise to winners and losers,

and the outcome would depend on the other institutions that characterize the environment and

firm characteristics. Further, institutions do not necessarily have a direct impact on productivity

through TFP; they also affect the extent to which factor inputs like labor and capital contribute

to output and thereby affect productivity indirectly. Our estimates suggest that the relative

magnitudes of the direct (or neutral) impact and the indirect (or non-neutral) impact can differ

significantly across countries, and within the same country the impact on labor and capital (and

other factor inputs) can differ significantly. Institutional quality can therefore have context-
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specific impact on the share of factor inputs in the output and hence on income distribution.

Importantly, none of these issues come to light when stylized regression specifications are used

to model the impact of institutional quality (and other environmental variables) on productivity,

and therein lies the advantages of the proposed flexible approach. Unsurprisingly, specification

tests described in the Appendix B reject the OLS specification in favor of the neutral and

non-neutral flexible specifications at the 1 percent level.

5 Conclusion

With the increasing recognition of the central role of institutions in driving economic outcomes,

policymaking is increasingly about designing institutions that would spur private sector growth,

especially in the developing countries. Academic research that informs this policy making

process is largely based on cross- country analysis of the impact of institutions on economic

performance, generally at the macro level, but increasingly also at the micro level. Given

the nature of stylized econometric analysis, the policy making process is based on the point

estimate of the impact of institutions on the performance of the average unit of analysis. By

its very nature, therefore, stylized analysis does not fully acknowledge the differential impact

of institutions on performance of winners and losers, often prescribing an one-size-fits-all set

of institutions. Further, when the unit of analysis is firms (or industries), stylized analysis

implicitly assumes that the impact of institutions (and variables characterizing the business

environment, in general) affect productivity neutrally, only through the TFP. Hence, the stylized

analysis does not recognize the differential impact of institutions on factor inputs, which has

implications for, for example, labor’s share in the output and, by extension, income distribution.

In this paper, we introduce a new approach to estimating the impact of institutional quality

on economic performance. Using firm-level cross-country data for the textiles and garments

industry, we estimate firm level impact of – for the sake of demonstration – a labor market

institution on productivity, arguably the most important measure of performance from an eco-

nomic perspective. Our approach also enables us to estimate the marginal impact of institutions

on TFP as well as the efficiency with which factor inputs are used in the production process.

Our estimates indicate that there are large intra- and inter-country differences in the firm-level

impact of institutions on productivity. Further, the relative impact on TFP and factor inputs
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differ across countries, implying that imposition of the same (in this case, labor market) insti-

tution in different countries can have very different impact on labor’s share of output and hence

on income distribution.

Our results provide strong prima facie evidence that the issue of the impact of institutions

on economic performance should be revisited. In particular, attention should be paid to the

differences in the impact of institutions on economic agents such as firms, and on the poten-

tial unintended consequences of setting institutional structures and standards on second order

outcomes such as labor’s share of output and income distribution.
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A Constrained non-neutral TFP growth model

While the semiparametric specification of Li et al (2002) is more flexible, the price one has to

pay for the flexibility is the higher probability of empirical violations of economic conditions.

In estimating a flexible model, one cannot guarantee positive estimates of input elasticities

for each observation. Negative input elasticity implies negative marginal products, which is

counter-intuitive. To overcome this shortcoming, we propose a constrained semiparametric

smooth coefficient model, where we are able to guarantee that all the input elasticity estimates

are non-negative. To do this, we rewrite (11) as

γ̂(z) =
n∑

i=1

Ai(Wi, Zi, z)Yi (13)

where Ai(·) = [
∑

iWiW
′
iKh(Zi, z)]

−1WiKh(Zi, z). The idea of imposing the observation-

specific constraints is simply re-weighting each observation of the dependent variable, Yi. To do

this, we rewrite (13) as

γ̂(z) = n ·
n∑

i=1

Ai(Wi, Zi, z) · pu · Yi (14)

where pu = n−1 denotes the uniform weights. The unconstrained semiparametric smooth co-

efficient estimator is given in (14). To impose the constraints, we can write the constrained

estimator as

γ̂∗(z) = n ·
n∑

i=1

Ai(Wi, Zi, z) · pi · Yi (15)

where γ̂∗(z) denotes the constrained smooth coefficient estimator, pi denotes the observation-

specific weights, and
∑

i pi = 1. To select optimal pi, we follow the Racine et al (2011) approach

and minimize the L2 norm criterion function:

∑
i

(pi − pu)2

subject to β̂(z) ≥ 0

(16)

This is a quadratic programming procedure and the quadprog package in R to solve for optimal

pi.
10

10R codes for imposing these constraints are available from the authors upon request.
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B Specification test

We are able to test whether the semiparametric models proposed in the earlier sections are

necessary, or whether ordinary least squares (OLS) is sufficient to estimate the augmented

production function.

B.1 Robinson’s partially linear versus OLS estimator

In this section, we describe the procedure of testing Robinson’s partially linear versus OLS

estimator. Explicitly, we would like to test the null hypothesis H0 : θ(Zi) = θ0 + Z ′iθ1 in (3).

The linear neutral TFP growth model is preferred if the null cannot be rejected. To perform

the test, we follow Robinson (1988) to construct the Hausman (1978)-type specification test

statistic:

T̂n = nσ̂−2(β̂ − β̃)′

S−1X∗ − n

∑
i

XiX
′
i −
∑
i

XiZ̃
′
i

(∑
i

Z̃iZ̃
′
i

)−1∑
i

Z̃iX
′
i

−1
−1

(β̂ − β̃)

(17)

where σ̂2 = (1/n)
∑

i û
2
i , ûi are the residuals estimated under either the null model or the

unrestricted Robinson’s model. β̃ is the estimated parameter vector under the null model, SX∗ =

(1/n)
∑

iX
∗
iX
∗′
i , and Z̃ ′i = [1, Z ′i]. Robinson (1988) suggests rejecting the null if the proposed

test statistic exceeds the 100(1−α)th percentile of the χ2
k distribution. Alternatively, following

Li and Racine (2010), we advocate the residual-based wild bootstrap method to approximate

the null distribution of T̂n. The re-sampling procedure is implemented in the following steps:

Step 1 : Estimate the null model, and obtain the residuals, ûi. The wild bootstrap error

u∗i is generated by replacing ûi by [(1 −
√

5)/2]ûi with probability (1 +
√

5)/(2
√

5), and by

[(1 +
√

5)/2]ûi with probability (
√

5− 1)/(2
√

5).

Step 2 : Generate Y ∗i = Ỹi + u∗i , where Ỹi = are the fitted values estimated from the null

model. Call {Xi, Y
∗
i , Zi}ni=1 the bootstrap sample.

Step 3 : Use the bootstrap sample to estimate β under the null and the alternative, and

obtain residuals û∗i from the unrestricted model, which can be used to estimate σ2.

Step 4 : The bootstrap test statistic T̂ ∗n can then be calculated from (17), replacing σ̂2, β̂,

and β̃ by their bootstrap estimates from Step 3.

Step 5 : Repeat Steps 1-4 a large number of times, say B = 399 times, and calculate the
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p-value: p = 1
B

∑B
b=1 I(T̂

∗
n > T̂n), where I(·) is the indicator function with a value of 1 if the

statement in the parenthesis is true. The null hypothesis can be rejected if the p-value is less

than the level of significance, say 0.05.

B.2 Semiparametric smooth coefficient versus OLS estimator

In this section, we describe the procedure of testing semiparametric smooth coefficient ver-

sus OLS estimator. Explicitly, we would like to test the null hypothesis that each regres-

sion coefficient in (9) is a linear parametric function of Zi, i.e., H0 : θ(Zi) = θ0 + Z ′iθ1 and

βm(Zi) = β0m + Z ′iβ1m,∀m = 1, . . . , k. To perform the test, we follow Li and Racine (2010) to

construct the specification test statistic:

În =
1

n2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j 6=i

W ′iWj ûiûjK

(
Zi − Zj

h

)
(18)

where K(·) is the product kernel function, ûi is obtained from the fully parametric null model.

We follow Li and Racine’s (2010) residual-based wild bootstrap method to determine whether

to reject the null hypothesis or not:

Step 1 : Estimate the null model, obtain fitted values and residuals, and generate wild

bootstrap disturbance.

Step 2 : Generate the bootstrap sample {Xi, Y
∗
i , Zi}ni=1, where Y ∗i is the fitted values under

the null plus the generated wild bootstrap disturbance from Step 1.

Step 3 : Use the bootstrap sample to estimate the fully parametric model under the null,

and obtain residuals;

Step 4 : The bootstrap statistic Î∗n is obtained from (18), replacing ûiûj by their bootstrap

estimates from Step 3.

Step 5 : Repeat Steps 1-4 a large number of times, say B = 399 times, and calculate the

p-value: p = 1
B

∑B
b=1 I(Î

∗
n > În), where I(·) is the indicator function with a value of 1 if the

statement in the parenthesis is true. The null hypothesis can be rejected if the p-value is less

than the level of significance, say 0.05.
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